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Merthyr rising

Merthyr rising:
the master planning
of ambition
Merthyr Tydfil and the ironmaster
Crawshay once led the world in iron
production. 200 years later it has
another very different inspirational
plan. The ambition will need to be
driven by its people. Patrick Hannay
reports on the process that has
made the twenty-first-century
Cyfarthfa Plan.
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A

rchitectural magazines have a poor record
on headlining process. Pictures of meetings
don’t catch the eye; but the problem is deeper.
Journalism of process takes vast amounts of
research and time. Nobody is prepared to pay
for that. Architectural understanding is the
poorer for it. Clients of public architecture underestimate
the time and money it takes for citizens to genuinely own a
project. The flaws in so many schemes can be traced back to
this undervaluing of early design process.
It’s a similar challenge for urban ‘master planning’. Too
much eagerness to frontline the visual artefacts, the wowfactor CGIs, the press release headline pictures. They should
de-gender the term, it’s just ‘planning’, a messy vibrant
community process when done well, but a story so difficult
to tell.
If civic clients in Wales want to learn what it really takes,
they should pay close attention to the Merthyr’s Cyfarthfa
Plan-process launched to the press and public in January
2021. Let’s hope someone makes a film and book of it. One
article cannot do it full justice.
Listening to the online launch it’s tempting, yet again,
to be carried away by the dazzling imagery. After all, this
project involves top-rate internationally renowned design
consultants, Ian Ritchie Architects, with Gustafson Porter +
Bowman on landscape.
But, in that same launch press release and video film
Lee Waters, deputy minister for economy and transport
and chair of the Valleys Taskforce applauds the ‘bottomup, community-led, long-term approach to regeneration’.
We are talking about a 20-year project here. The report
sets out a menu of more than 70 possible projects split into
‘must do’, ‘should do’ and ‘could do’ categories, so this is a
massive menu of community engaging processes. But then
the press release moves on to describe ‘renovating Cyfarthfa
Castle’, ‘rescuing the 200 year-old Cyfarthfa furnaces, a
scheduled ancient monument of world importance’. The pace
quickens… a new ‘iron way’, ‘a dramatic high-level walkway’,
a new ‘glass way’ entrance through the park to the east of
the castle, a splendid new castle forecourt replacing the
current car park, a 100-hectare industrial heritage park,
redeveloping the Pandy Farm buildings, and even ‘an eight-
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 lients of public architecture
C
underestimate the time and
money it takes for citizens to
genuinely own a project. The
flaws in so many schemes can be
traced back to this undervaluing
of early design process.

acre community vegetable garden’. The visuals are cracking,
the consultants are impressive; but pause for a moment,
recalibrate, remember, the real heart of this project is off
camera. It lies in the process.
A long-lasting force
This burst into the public eye four years ago, October 2017,
at a Merthyr Tydfil County Borough Council (MTCBC),
£25,000-funded charrette with 60 people from a range of
disciplines and many segments of the community present. The
breadth and depth of community links became the bedrock
of the project. This charrette demanded months of behindthe-scenes preparation with the Merthyr community by the
two constant presences in this four-year process, a small team
from the Design Commission for Wales (DCfW) led by CaroleAnne Davies and the ever-energetic cultural driving force in
Wales’s politic, Geraint Talfan Davies (GTD). The charrette
was held on the day of Hurricane Brian but another more longlasting force was set in motion.
From this energy came the May 2018 Crucible report
(see TS, 2018, p. 51) written by DCfW team members with
GTD. They critically include international precedents. The
benchmarks were set high. Why should Merthyr expect
anything less? They became a thread that linked eventually
to an international competition brief, March 2019, for a
master plan and tender assessments, written by DCfW and
GTD, working with key council officers. The brief, tender
appointment and year-long master-planning process with
the winning team had a £250,000 budget allocated to it by
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Site plan key
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Northern new public vehicular access

2

Wild swimming pond

2

3	Cyfarthfa glass-way new
pedestrian access
4

Biodiversity meadows

5

Community vegetable gardens

6.

The iron way: new bridge over River Taff
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Cyfarthfa Castle
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8	Castle forecourt gardens and display
gardens
9
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National confluence FE college
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10 Entropic sculpture area
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Mini-golf
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Pandy Farm creative and community hub
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Natural amphitheatre
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Cyfarthfa furnaces landscape
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15	Cyfarthfa industrial park-west
section-relocation
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The whole Cyfarthfa
Plan over 20 years
is built on the
foundation of
imagining those
future generations
growing up and
their visions for
their future coming
to pass. It has to be
their plan”.

the council, the formal client. DCfW, with council approval, built in three
formal review stages chaired by DCfW; this mirrored the three-stage
processes of the master plan: ‘exploration and understanding’, ‘initial
ideas’ and ‘development and refinement of ideas’.
The quality of that Crucible report had inspired unanimous approval
from Merthyr’s full council in June 2018. At a later stage a workshop
with the entire council commenced with every service area present – an
unheard-of attendance – it was an inspirational afternoon for the masterplanning team. There was now a Cyfarthfa working group of three key
council officers, a senior councillor and GTD. But it was recognised
from the start that implementation would require the establishment of
a special purpose vehicle to facilitate access to the funds of the Lottery
and the big charitable foundations. In November 2020 this became the
Cyfarthfa Foundation, with two council cabinet members on its board,
two independent members and GTD in the chair. Client consistency is
absolutely key, as the board will soon expand to 12 in number.
Over two days in June 2019 seven top-flight master-planning teams
were interviewed in DCfW’s offices with architect Peter Clegg of Feilden
Clegg Bradley Studios in the chair, and two key council officers plus
DCfW review panellist Martin Knight, with Amanda Spence and CaroleAnne Davies of DCfW, and GTD present. Ian Ritchie Architects’ multidisciplinary team was appointed.
The ambition has to be owned
Of course, the pandemic was to disrupt everything in what was going to
be a remarkable community engagement process.
The ambition has to be built, to be harnessed, to be owned. The
winning team had to listen and learn intently. The multi-disciplinary
team with Ian Ritchie’s Jonathan Shaw as the coordinating force
undertook the following engagement programme: four public workshop
‘story-building’ events at three different locations; thirteen consultations
with MTCBC departments, two with Welsh Government departments,
five with national organisations, eleven with key stakeholders; eight
discussions with schools and colleges in their places of learning, five
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We are talking about a 20-year project
here. The report sets out a menu of
more than 70 possible projects split
into ‘must do’, ‘should do’ and ‘could do’
categories, so this is a massive menu of
community engaging processes.
4

with community organisations; six creative workshops with primaryand high-school learners, Merthyr Tydfil College and youth clubs; three
focus groups of older adults, young adults and families; and finally
one ‘collaborative story’ workshop with the key stakeholders. Those in
the educational and youth group settings, like all the gatherings, were
intensively and creatively choreographed. The younger generations were
asked what they loved about Merthyr, what they would avoid; thinking
big, they were encouraged to draw and imagine facilities on huge maps
of the heritage site area. The whole Cyfarthfa plan over 20 years is built
on the foundation of imagining those future generations growing up and
their visions for their future coming to pass. It has to be their plan.
Client support work
In the five-year review of the visionary Well-being of Future Generations
(Wales) Act 2015, one of commissioner Sophie Howe’s most positive
affirmations was for the client support work of the DCfW. Howe called
for a considerable upscaling of its contribution to Wales’s public life.
This Cyfarthfa four-year plan process offers bucket loads of evidence to
substantiate that well-judged vote of approval by Howe. Unlike the rest of
the UK, which has lost DCfW’s equivalent public design support service,
DCfW has had nearly 20 years of observing how patrons, politicians and
clients of vital projects so often underestimate the required amount of
time, cost and investment in design judgement, how getting the early parts
of the design properly funded and focused is so crucial to any project’s
eventual success. Even with Merthyr council’s unanimous support for the
plan, even with every council department signed up and on board, and a
palpable enthusiasm from Merthyr people’s responses and inputs, surely
everybody who has experienced the Cyfarthfa Plan-making process to
date can see that without DCfW’s many layers of inputs and guidance,
attached to the consistent focus and energy of GTD, Merthyr would be
rising very differently. (Neither DCfW nor GTD ever seeks the limelight
– but that needs saying). Equally without all that intensive bottom-up
listening and creativity, all that DCfW strategic advice and guidance
would be hollow. Both are needed.

1	The sites of some of the projects
2020 to 2040.
2 	The 20-year master plan for the
100-hectare greater Cyfarthfa
park project.
3	Weaving a social, cultural and
physical fabric.

4	The new ‘iron way’ connecting
Crawshay’s castle to the furnaces
crossing the River Taff.
5	The cars removed; a new forecourt
by Gustafson Porter Bowman.
6	The ‘glass way’, a pedestrian entrance
from the new car parks to the north.

5
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It was common practice in French new towns of the 1970s,
before any architects or planners were involved, that the
government funded the activities of ‘animateur sociales’. They
set up the cornerstones of social and cultural life in the existing
communities with events and workshops, theatre and endless
social choreography. It seemed an intelligent foundational act.
The people need to have a story they believe and share in. In
the European architectural competition system, where most
public projects are put to competition, it is commonplace that
process-expert teams guide the whole process from start to
finish. The Cyfarthfa Plan for Merthyr is European in ambition.
It should command worldwide attention.
How great we once were
There are inevitably hidden unresolved tensions buried
beneath this hugely impressive collective process of
ambitions, energies, and dreams of Merthyr’s future
generations. Like so much of south Wales, decimated
by brutal industrial collapse, the politicians and the
regeneration consultants understandably are tempted to
frontline the ‘jobs’ potential and equally critically how
tourism visitors’ money will rescue their economy. It is
tempting to suggest that Merthyr’s supposed only asset is to
remind the world how great they once were, but are no more,
but could be again, if they told their story with a fanfare. As
a catalytic inspiration, that storytelling can inspire existing
community ambitions. Telling the world how Merthyr once
led the world may be admirable, but leaning a whole future
economy on those visitors learning that fact, is maybe
dangerous territory – even if it has been one of the noble
lifelong missions of GTD that has driven his colossal personal
commitment to Merthyr’s future.

One of the greatest lessons from this project comes
from Dan Anderson, Fourth Street’s destination business
analyst. (He was on Ritchie’s team.) It is said quietly. It is
born of wise experience of the last few decades of overselling
the tourist economy card. Beware making it too great a
keystone of any plan. The future has to be rebuilt by the
future generations of Merthyr’s current youth aided by
all the community wisdom and pride of this remarkable
town. In GTD’s most recent e-mail to me, he suggested
the creation of the eight-acre community vegetable garden
needs to be brought forward into the first phase of action.
‘I am very conscious that Cyfarthfa Park is located cheek
by jowl with the Gurnos estate. We need to be partners’, he
wrote. He’s already held meetings with the Voluntary Action
Merthyr Tydfil. The urgent task is to map fully the range of
community organisations throughout Merthyr to build on
all the community engagement that has occurred to date.
It was also Dan Anderson who brought on board at an
early stage the vital services of Julia Holberry Associates,
public community engagement facilitators, and Lily Pender
of The Whole Story. Their vital skills, allied to Ian Ritchie’s
project architect Jonathan Shaw’s boundless energy, and
all the Merthyr council officers and voluntary groups and
schoolchildren’s enthusiasms, led to the plan now having
an impressive portfolio of social ambitions that could
make it truly their place. The community’s creative hunger,
prompted by the consultants, is for a circular foundational
economy that feeds off their interactions, their willingness
to engage all their fellow citizens, to lift their lives up. They
don’t need to wait for the tourists to save them. Tourists will,
of course, be essential as Cyfarthfa will not be a free-entry
museum like our National Museum’s chain of sites, but they
are not the spiritual bedrock of the plan. Yes, there will need
7

Surely everybody who has experienced
the Cyfarthfa Plan-making process to
date can see, that without DCfW’s many
layers of inputs and guidance, attached
to the consistent focus and energy of
Geraint Talfan Davies , Merthyr would
be rising very differently.
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to be seed-funding grants to kick-start so many of these
events, voluntary initiatives, forums, creative gatherings.
But these have to be the lifeblood of the plan, the everyday
urgent driving force.
The people process is all
The process of the Cyfarthfa Plan so far has thrown up
the possibility of a large basket of community-oriented
social projects, a climate forum, a community forum, a
living-histories programme, a youth design review panel,
environmental and creative competitions, a conservation
education programme and a creative arts review forum, to
name but a few. This is complex, messy, demanding stuff but
it is core to the plan being constantly alive.
The other hidden tension to balance is between software
and hardware – growing the numbers of people and events
versus making architecture and landscape. It will be tough,
because not only is this focus on process not glamorous and
difficult to capture in a headline, but there are very real fundraising pressures to tackle the key architectural challenges
of the plan. These will require massive sums. Some parts of
the fabric require urgent action, if they are not to collapse.
Other bits of architecture and landscape are vital to ensure
the valley’s connectivity and new access to the castle. The
sums to make them happen will make big headlines. The
pictures will be glamorous, the landscape and architecture
may be stunning but, never forget, the people process is all,
that’s where the lifeblood of the Cyfarthfa Plan lies.

7 	The furnaces revived as
a major events’ space.
8, 9	Retrofitting and
repurposing parts
of the castle.

4

3
2

Key Cyfarthfa Castle
future options

1

5

Castle side (restoration)

2

School side (reuse)

3	School side (area
considered for
reconfiguration, rebuild
or new build)

8

4	New glass-way pedestrian
access

6

5	Car parking removed
from forecourt

2

7

5

1

4

3

1
Key spaces

2

1

Centre courtyard

2

Internal courtyard

3	Function rooms
4	Main circulation
5	Exhibition galleries
6	Cyfarthfa museum
9

7	Co-creation Centre
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